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Curriculum Overviews 2021-2022
Intent for the Year 9 German Curriculum 2021-2022
‘All children will experience a well-balanced and comprehensive curriculum that enhances informed, intellectual, developmental and moral character. As a result, this will
improve life chances, inter-personal relationships, social mobility and preparedness for employment. Our curriculum will encourage everyone to have a positive impact on
society.’

The Spanish curriculum allows students to gain a greater understanding of German culture and that of German speaking countries. We will Encourage and inspire students to understand and
equip them with the knowledge and skills to communicate in the foundations of the German language and develop a desire and curiosity to express themselves in both written and spoken form.
We will foster tolerance and curiosity by introducing them to cultural influences as well as language and will develop an understanding of the similarities and differences between their home
culture and Germany/German speaking countries.
Implementation: Students will receive 2 hours per week of German during which time they develop the knowledge and skills covered in year 8. The focus will be on developing
confidence in using three time frames, working with modal verbs and more complex structures. Year 9 will allow students to make greater steps towards independence of
expression, fully justify and develop ideas across a range of topics and use language to interpret authentic materials eg songs,, news articles etc

Curriculum adaptations as a result of the pandemic: Students in year 9 have had much disruption to learning and the focus will be on ensuring that 4 time frames and a
sound knowledge of adjective descriptions are embedded. High levels of retrieval practice from prior learning will enable students to see and apply patterns as well as supporting
new language acquisition.
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Impact: Students should be able to understand that taking risks is part of learning a language – developing resilience to continue doing this will be key for their
progress into and beyond year 8. They will have a solid understanding of the concepts of verb changes and masc/fem/neuter nouns, adjectives and the case
system. The introduction of ambitious phrases and recycling of high-frequency vocabulary combined with recycling of grammar will allow students to recall, repeat and reuse

vocabulary structures in a variety of contexts leading over time to mastery (homework and in lessons). Students will begin to develop confidence in adapting language to
express their own ideas and therefore develop a stronger connection to the subject matter. Grammar and vocabulary are frequently repeated to enable students to see cross
context use and to help embed them.

